A KQRL Template for Inquiry Investigations
Template Use Ideas & Suggestions

- Use the blank sheet to title the Inquiry. Be specific about what will be investigated, i.e., 5 Water Birds: Their Homes & Habitats
- Align the 4 template sheets to help keep thoughts organized.
  - View a layout suggestion to follow.
- K: Brainstorm & list everything KNOWN.
- Q: Ask QUESTIONS about what is unknown & wants to be known.
- R: List ways, tools, & materials that will help answer the questions.
- L: Review the questions to decide which ones have been answered satisfactorily.
- Use the discovery to create media to share: booklet, drawings, poster, infomercial, etc.
- Discuss if this Investigation has led to more unanswered questions.
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This is what I LEARNED: